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2010 BIKE PARK
TRAIL MAP - GARBANZO CMYK

PRICING & TIMES
The Bike Park has a whole range of pricing options for you to 
experience our dirt-based playground. Whether you’re looking for 
three laps or three hundred, we’ve got you covered.

TICKETSADULT 18+YOUTH 13-17CHILD 7-12

1 Day$53$47$29

Sampler
(3-ride ticket)$28$24.75$15.50

Triple Play Card 
(3-days included)$129$113$66.50

Season Pass$499$499$499

Rates do not include applicable taxes. Children under 5 are not permitted in the Bike Park.  
Children 5-12 must be accompanied by a parent/legal guardian or are registered in a Bike program. 
Helmets are mandatory in the Bike Park. Dates and times subject to change.

DATESTIMES

May 15–June 1810 am – 5 pm

June 19–September 510 am – 8 pm

September 6–Close10 am – 5 pm

GARBANZO
INTERMEDIATE

Challenging riding with steep slopes 
and/or obstacles, possibly on narrow 
trail or elevated skills park with
poor traction. Requires off road 
riding experience.

17. Bear Cub
18.  Bear Cub Connector
19. Blue Velvet
20. Expressway
21. Una Moss

ADVANCED

These trails and skills centre have
a mixture of long steep descents, 
loose trail surfaces, numerous 
natural and manmade obstacles. 
Including jumps, ramps, elevated 
features, berms, drops, rocks, and 
other terrain variations.

23. Angry Pirate
26. Duffman
32. Fatcrobat
33a. Freight Train
33b.  Freight Train/No Joke
35. In Deep
36. Little Alder
37. New Joke
38. Original Sin
39. Side Track
40. Too Tight

EXPERT ONLY

Without exception, expert mountain 
bikers should be the only riders
on these trails and in these
skill centres. Some of the elements
you will encounter include:
large manmade and natural
jumps, wood ramps, elevated
narrow trails, drops, rock faces,
and other terrain variations.

31. Drop In Clinic
32. Fatcrobat
34. Goat’s Gully
48. Captain Safety
49. D1 Pro Line, for experts only.

50. No Duff

FLIP FOR FITZSIMMONS ZONE

Get all the up-to-date trail 
conditions online or on the phone:

TRAIL INFO

FEATURED TRAILS
WARM IT UP – EASY DOES IT, B-LINE, CRANK IT UP

Complete beginners and Bike Park rookies can break in their 
skills on EASY DOES IT, a well manicured doubletrack with lots 
of room to play around. B-LINE—little brother to Whistler’s 
famous A-Line—has enough berms to keep you beaming.
CRANK IT UP is a Whistler classic and the preferred warm up
run for even the best Bike Park riders—a wide-open, rolling 
ripper with lots of bumps and easy rolling jumps. 

TAKE IT UP A NOTCH – KARATE MONKEY, ANGRY PIRATE

Ready to go a little faster, rail berms a bit harder and squeeze your 
bars between some tighter trees? KARATE MONKEY is a classic 
piece of downhill singletrack, with the whoops, switchbacks and 
towering trees to prove it. Once you’ve dialed the Monkey, step up to
the Pirate—ANGRY PIRATE challenges even the best riders to be as 
smooth as possible with perfect, tight berms and multiple whoops. 

PUSH IT – A-LINE, FREIGHT TRAIN, IN DEEP

Time to put more daylight between earth and tires? A-LINE is 
a name synonymous with airtime. This trail is simply the most 
famous lift-accessed bike trail in the world and will test anyone’s 
limits for high-speed airs and rhythm. A true test of endurance 
from the top of the Garbanzo Express chair, FREIGHT TRAIN will 
keep the momentum heavy with big tabletop jumps, step-ups, 
step-downs and rooty off-camber tech sections. This is not a trail 
for the weak-hearted. Neither is IN DEEP, a steep root-infested 
journey through the high reaches of the Garbanzo zone. 
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